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Previously published data on electron stimulated desorption (ESD) frm condensed 02 or 02 in solid matrices are reanalyzed.
In the gas phase, the 0 201,) resonant state at 8.5 eV is ktnown to dissociate predomiumtly ino the second lowest limit. In this
paper we point out that this dissociation requires a non-adiabatic curv ersig. In Mhe condensed phase or in solid matrices, this
resonant state is found to dissociate adiabatically into the lowest limit as wed as na-daailyinto the second limit.
Furthermore we ind that the branching ratio strongly depends on the inetic enezwof the dissocauing atos. The singlet excited
oxygen atom, 0 01 ) formed upon dissociation into the 1econd limit. is found to participato in an anion oimplex formation via
incage recombination.

1. Introduction previous interpretations of the experimental DEA
data for 02

Recently, we performed a theoretical investi-
gation of dissociative electron attachment (DEA)
for 07. and found that three 0- resonant states 7. Theoretkal backgound
are sufficiently long lived to yield 0- anions [M1
We also found that one of these three 02 states Table 1 summarizes our previous theoretical
can dissociate into two different dissociation lim- findings concerning DEA Of 02. Of the many 0-
its, one limit requiring a non-adiabatic curve states only three States i.e., 211 ,ru I11r),
crossing. Based on this new information and the 2Y.;(3a,;-'Iw-1) and 2y (2au-11irs2), live long
recent finding that desorption from a solid sur- enough to prouc dissociation yielding 0- an-
face often involves a "bounce" trajectory and ions. The other 0-* states autoionize too fast and
sometimes is quenched [M we have reexamined hence cannot yield 0- anions (1). Furthermore,

Table I
Summary of dissociative electron attachment mechanisms

Characteristics Mechanism

1 11 inI IV
Symimetry of OZ Zfl 2~ z1
Electronic configuration 2 ir;1- I.l. Ia 11r.
Vertical energy 6eV 8 eV 9 eV 1.3eV
Electron attachment to the ground state Allowed Forbidden Forbiden Forbidden
lifetime against autoonization Marginal for dissociation Longer than In, Loge than 2n. C tpaable to-'
Dissociation limit 00P) +0- O(3P) +0- OQ(D)+0- OQ(D)+0-
Initial direction of 0- Towards surface Away from sttci Towards surface Towards surface

0039..6028/92/S05.0O 0 1992 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reser
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the autoionization lifetime of the :1 and U' predominantly into the second lowest limit, as it
states are predicted to be longer than that of the does in the gas phase? Is the non-adiabatic curve
i1 . state [1]. crossing sensitive to the solid e:.:-,cnment? In

The 21 and 2' states cannot be reached the solid, the potential curves will be modified
from the ground state (31Q ) of 0. via electron due to interaction of the dissociating atoms with
attachment, because of the o,- selection rule [31. their neighbours especially at larger internuclear
To remove this restriction, the cylindrical symme- distanc:es; and furthermore the dissociating atoms
try of the 0, molecule must be perturbed by its will be slowed down by their neighbors, favoring
neighbors. T1le 2y- states can however be the adiabatic process in the solid phase. Thus, we
reached directly from the first excited state 0* 'Ag might expect that both the adiabatic and non-
even in the gas phase. Such a process, namely, adiabatic dissociations would occur in the solid

-- O-* (2y) phase. The branching ratio between these two
0 S 2 ) processes, according to the Landau-Zener theory

(1) of curve crossings [71, depends strongly (through
an exponential function) on the velocity of the

has been observed for gaseous 02 and identified dissociating atoms, so that the lower and higher
as such by Belic and Hall [4]. This 21 state was energy portions of the 21 " state might dissociate

observed at 8.5 eV vertically above the 0. ground predominantly into the first and second lowest
state, in line with its predicted vertical energy of dissociation limits, respectively.
8.1 ± 0.9 eV [1]. This state is the lowest z11 state Each of .ssociation limits of the homonuclear
of 0 2 . 02 states is degenerate in the gas phase. This

According to the Wigner-Witmer correlation degeneracy will be removed, when the O2 rests
rule [51, the lowest 21" state must dissociate on a polarizable surface with its symmetry axis
adiabatically into the lowest limit [1). However, non-parallel to the surface. For the non-parallel
Belic and Hail [41 found that the (lowest) 21" case, the 02 state can dissociate into either
state dissociates into the second lowest limit al- 0 + 0-/S or 0 -+ O/S, where "S" indicates the
most exclusively as indicated in eq. (1). This im- surface. The 0+0-/S limit is lower than the
plies that the 21 state must cross a curve in the 0-+ O/S limit by the electronic polarization of -th,
dissociation terminating at the second lowest matrix due to the 0- anion. Regardless of the
limit. The presence of -a non-adiabatic curve degeneracy, each 0-4 state must be connected
crossing for the lowest 211 state was previously uniquely to one of these limits. "f,.is connection
indicated by us [11, but we did not expect such a between the O- state and the dissociation limit
high efficiency (almost 100%) for the non-adia- can be determined by applying the Wigner-
batic curve crossing. The 0- potential curves Witmer correlation andnon-crossing rules [5].
calculated by Michels [61 with the MCSCF The results obtained are shown in table 1. Disso-
method, which may be the most accurate curves ciation into the 0 + 0-/S or 0-+ O/S limit
available, also show an avoided curve crossing for implies that the 0- anion moves towards or away
the lowest 2 y" state and suggest a high efficiency from the surface respectively. The arguments
for the non-adiabatic curve crossing, because of given in this paragraph can also be applied to 02
the relative slopes of the two interacting curves located in the bulk near a metal substrate. In this
and the small energy gap at the crossing region. case, the image charge formed in the metal re-
To sum up, in the gas phase, the lowest 0 (2  ) moves the degeneracy.
resonant state dissociates predominantly into the Desorbing anions may arise from DEA of 0.
second lowest limit via a non-adiabatic curve molecules located in either the top or the second
crossing. top layer of a film. Desorption initiated from the

Now, the question arises: What happens when third layer is unlikely, especially for a 3 mono-
the O, molecules are condensed or placed in a layer (ML) thick film deposited on a metal sur-
matrix? Does the lowest 2Y." state still dissociate face. The DEA of 02 in the second layer will be

I "itv C ode
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similar to the DEA of 0, in a solid matrix, or peak) and 14 eV (peak) and increase in inten-
Hence, we expect "matrix" effects for 02 sity relative to the 6 eV peak.
molecules in the second layer, s'a.ai as the in-cage (c) The intensity ratio, (6 eV peak)/(8 ev peak),
recombination of the dissociating atoms [8]. Be- for a fixed 02 coverage increases in the order of
cause of this recombination, DEA in the second Xe < Kr < Ar.
layer can result in formation of a complex includ- (d) When 02 (0.17 ML) is condensed on a 20 ML
ing both of the dissociating atoms and a neighbor- XE film which was condensed at 17 K, a single
ing molecule. In contrast, for the DEA of 02 in peak appears at 6.5 eV in the 0- yield curve.
the top layer. one of the dissociating atoms al- However, when the same amount of 0, is con-
most always leaves the film, and therefore a corn- densed on a 20 ML Xe film which was condensed
plex anion is formed that includes only the disso- at 40 K, all three features appear at 6.5, 8 and 14
ciating atom which initially moves towards the eV.
surface.

As indicated in table 1, we differentiate four 3.2 Interpretation
mechanisms for the DEA of 02 in a solid matrix.
Mechanisms I-IV can be initiated by electron We interpret these trends as follows:
impact with energies around 6, 8, 9 and 13 eV Items (a) and (b) indicate that the 6 eV peak
respectively symmetry of the 02 molecule must arises from the symmetry-allowed mechanism I
be perturbed by its neighbors. Except for meda- and the features around 8 and 14 eV arise from
nism II, the 0- anions produced by DEA move symmetry-forbidden mechanisms II and IV, re-
initially towards the surface requiring a bounce spectively. (Previously [10), we attributed the 8 eV
off the surface via a complex formation. Finally, feature to a coherent scattering of the incident
mechanisms I and II produce the triplet oxygen electron by a well-ordered (noble-gas) film.)
atom OQP), while mechanisms III and IV pro- Items (a) and (d) imply that electron attach-
duce the excited singlet oxygen atom 0W(D). ment to isolated 02 molecules in noble-gas ma-
Because of the Wigner spin-conservation princi- trix is still forbidden, like 02 in the gas phase. In
pie [91, the singlet 0*(1D) atom is expected to be other words, an association of another 02 is
more reactive with neighboring singlet molecules required in order to perturb the cylindrical sym-
than the triplet OQP) atom. metry of 02 in noble-gas matrices. As an expla-

nation of item (d), we speculate that Xe films
condensed at 17 K have a rougher surface than

3. Results from 02 condensed on noble-gas films those condensed at 40 K and 02 molecules con-
densed on the rougher surface tend to be more

3.1. Experimental results isolated from eackother.
In the above experiments, a majority of the 0,

The electron-stimulated desorption (ESD) of molecules rest on the surface of the noble-gas
0- anions from 02 molecules condensed on a film. The 0- anions produced by mechanisms I,
noble-gas (Ar, Kr or Xe) film has been studied III and IV, initially move towards the surface
extensively by Sanche's group. Some of their re- requiring them to "bounce" off the surface to be
suits have been published [10, although much of observed. In contrast, 0- anions produced by
it is still unpublished. Fortunately, the unpub- mechanism II move directly away from the sur-
lished data are also available to us. These 0- face. The 0- yield via this direct mechanism (II)
data show the following: should be less dependent on the film than those
(a) When the 02 coverage is low enough (that is, via the indirect "bounce" mechanism (1). The
< 0.05 ML), a single peak appears around 6 eV intensity ratio, peak(l)/peak(II), therefore,
in the 0- yield curve, should give an indication for the "bouncing" effi-
(b) As the 02 coverage increases, new features ciency. On these grounds, the observed order in
(shoulder or peak) appear around 8 eV (shoulder (c) implies that the Ar film is the best "bouncer"
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of 0- anions. Th )rdering in (c) correlates with
the interaction strengths between 0- anions and
the rare gases: that is, the weaker the interaction, I
the more efficient the bouncing.

o- [0oz(100%)] 3141

(c)

4. Results from condensed pure and mixed gases I

4.1. Experimental results I
I 18O -  (18O2 (6X)+C 160] 3111

Figs. 1-4 compare the ESD yields of 0- or (e) I
OH- anions from various molecular solids con-

taining 02. For comparison purposes, we have
shown spectra (c) and (d) more than once in figs. 160" [I0(6). 160 ] 3M1

1-3. In order to focus our attention on mecha- (3
nisms I-III, the energy range of the incident

0- [02(1%)+N2] 31L

(g)
II

IIII

0" 0Z(.03LI/r( OHL) ](d) I I 0" [02(100%)]l 3M4L

0- [2(0.3ML)Kr(2ML~j(d)(V R - -1.5 eV)

3 5 7 9 11

Electron energy (eY)

Fig. 2. ESD O- yields from 3 ML films of (1so, + C 60) and

0" [02 (I.OML)/Kr(2ML)] (0 2 (1%)+N 2) miUres are plotted as a function of the inci-
dent electron energy. Spectra (c) and (d) in this figure are

(b) identical to thos in fig. 1. Spectra (e) and () are taken from

i I ref. [121. and spectrum (g) is from ref. [13.

Ielectron is limited to 11 e\ All spectra have
0" (02 (31L)/Pt] been measured by Sanche and coworkers over

(C) several years and have been published in several
papers.

The samples, except for spectra (a) and (b),
0' o" [2(3Mt)/Pt I  are prepared by condensing a gas or a mixture of

(d) (VR - -1.5 eV) gases (as indicated in the figures, where % means
volume percent) on a Pt substrate maintained at

I I I I I I a temperature around 20 K. Samples for spectra
3 7 9 11 (a) and (b) are prepared by first condensing 20

Electron energy (0Y) ML of Kr gas on a Pt substrate followed by
Fig. I. ESD 0- yields from 02 (3 ML) films and 0, con- condensation of (0.03 or 1.0 ML) 02 gas. The
densed on Kr are plotted as a function of the incident thickness of the deposited films are estimated by
electron energy. Spectrum (d) is measured with a potential
(VR - - 1.5 eV) retarding the desorbing O- anions. Spectra the gas-volume expansion procedure. The elc-

(a) and (b) are taken from ref. [101 and spectra (c) and (d) are tron beam is incident at an angle of 40° (or 30*)
from ref. IIl. from the Pt surface. A portion of the desorbing
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II molecules via a complex formation with Ct6O.
II litFor the same reason, in spectra (h)-(k), the 0-

anions F.-m [02 + CO] mixtures also arise from\ the DEA of 02.
The OH- anions from a mixture of oxygen

0" t02(100%)] 31L and hydrocarbons in spectra (m)-(p) could arise

(c) from DEA of the hydrocarbons. The OH- yield
I curves, however, resemble the 0- yield curves

from 02 and do not resemble the H- or CH-
jyield curves from hydrocarbons, which have a

single peak around 10 eV [14]. Therefore, as
concluded by Sanche and Parenteau [15], the
OH- anions are also attributable to the DEA of

0- [02 (3O%),COl 3ML 02.

(h) I

,a ' [02(15%)+C0 ] 3ML II()I I , III

o- 0 02(7%)+CO] 3ML II(k)
(k) 0- [02(1%)+CO1 3ML " [020((100%)] 3ML

iI II I IIili I I
3 5 7 9 11 (1) ,

Electron energy (aV)

Fig. 3. ESD 0- yields from 3 ML films of (02 +CO) mix- ON- [02 (25%)+C5 H12 ] 51L
tures with varying 02 concentrations as indicated are plotted
as a function of the incident electron energy. Spectra (h)-(k)
are taken from ref. (131. Spectrum (c) in this figure is identical O " (02(25%)+C 4H8] 5141

to (C) in fig. 1. (U)

anions are focused by ion lenses positioned at 7(0 (n)

from the Pt surface, mass analyzed, and counted (I
as a function of the incident electron energy. (a) o " [02(25%)+C 2H4] 51L
Spectra (d) and (q) are measured with a potential
(VR = - 1.5 or - 1.8 eV) retarding the desorbing (P)

0- anions. A slight difference between spectra 0- [02(100%)] 3ML
(c) and (1) is due to different set ups for the
ion-lens focusing [11l. We refer to individual pa- (q) (vR - -1.8 eV)

pers for details. The reference number for each I , 1
individual spectrum is given in the figure caption. 3 5 7 9 11

Spectra (e) and (M show respectively 180- and Ele;tron energy (ev)
160- yields from a 3 ML film of ["802(6%) + Fig. 4. ESD OH- yields from 5 ML films containing 0, (25
C160). The 160- anions do not arise from the vol%) and the indicated hydrocarbon are plotted as a function
DEA of C 6 molecules, because CO molecules of the incident electron energy. For comparison, ESD 0-
are transparent in electron impact for the elec- yields from a (3 ML) 02 film with and without a retarding

a ni t tial (Va - - 1.8 eV) are also shown. The spectra (1) and
tron energies between 4.0 and 10.5 eV [16. These (q) are obtained from ref. [14. Spectra (m)-(p) are taken
160- anions arise from the DEA of 18O 2 from ref. (15
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In short, all features observed in the spectra of same as those of spectra (k)-(i) but lower than
figs. 1-4 arise from the DEA of 02. The differ- that of (c); and the peak position does not shift
ences in the pola,_.,bilities of Kr, N2, CO and 02 from (k) to (i). Fzrthermoc, -jpectra (j)-(h) also
is small enough (±0.1 eV) to be ignored for appear to consist of two contributions peaked
direct comparisons of these spectra. around 6 and 8 eV.

The sequence of spectra (a)-(c) is an analogue
4.Z Interpretations to the above-mentioned sequence of (k)-(c), since

in both sequences the 02 concentration in-
Mechanism I is the only symmetry-allowed creases. Again, two contributions are clearly seen

mechanism and is expected to appear around 6 in the intermediate spectra (b). Because both (6
eV. Furthermore, from a study of 0 2/(noble gas) and 8 eV) peaks are observed in spectra (j)-(h)
systems (see section 3), we have learned that an and (b), the 8 eV peak cannot be a shifted peak
association of neighboring 02 is required to ob- of the 6 eV peak.
serve the symmetry-forbidden mechanisms. Con- Arguments presented in the preceding three
sequently, when the 02 concentration in the film paragraphs strongly suggest that the principal
becomes low, a peak due to the symmetry-al- peak in (c) is due to the symmetry-forbidden
lowed mechanism dominates such as in spectra mechanism II. Moreover, figs. 1-3 indicate that
(a), (e), (g) and (k). Clearly these 6 eV peaks spectrum (c) contains a very -:nrall contribution
result from mechanism I. from the symmetry-allowed mechanism I. This is

The principal peak in spectrum (c) has also consistent with our theoretical model: The 0-
beeft attributed to mechanism I in all previous anions produced via mechanisms I and III ini-
work (including some of our previous papers). tially move towards the film surface, and most of
This peak, however, aligns with the second fea- them do not come out of :he film because of the
ture of spectrum (b) at 8 eV, which corresponds stronger 0O-02 interaction. On the other hand,
to the symmetry-forbidden mechanism II, as seen the 0- anions produced via mechanism II move
in fig. 1. directly away from the surface. Therefore, the

The sequence of spectra (k) to (c) in fig. 3 stronger peak will be due to mechanism 11.
might suggest that the peak position simply shifts The theoretical model described above also
to higher energy as the 0, concentration in- predicts that the intensity due to mechanism I
creases and therefore might indicate that the decreases relative to that of mechanism II, as the
principal peaks in spectra (k) and (c) arise from percentage of 02 increases in the mixture. The
the same mechanism. Upon closer look, however, spectra in fig. 3 are consistent with this predic-
the peak in spectrum (h) is broader than the peak tion. The spectra (m)-(g) in fig. 4 also agree with
in (i) or (c); the threshold energy of (h) is the this prediction, since the mixtures have large per-

Table 2
Proposed mechanisms 1lIa--d for formation of anion complexes initiated by O*(ID) attack
(i) 0(i D) reacts with a neighboring molecule and forms a hot complex (kinetic energy of the O'D) is incorporated into the

complex); on the other hand, 0- colliding with neighbors loses its kinetic energy and remains in the cage.
(ii) The thermalized 0- reacts with the hot complex and forms a hot complex anion.
(iii) The hot complex anion decays yielding 0-, OH-, or other anions. When the hot complex anion is on the surface, these anions
desorb provided that they have kinetic energy larger than the surface-polarization energy.

0-+ O- (thermal)O - O-. O3+O- [Ila
0- + O*(ID) + N1 0 -(thermal) + N,O -. N20* - N2 0 + 0 I1b
0- + O*('D) +-. O-(thermal)+CO' - Co* CO, + 0- Illc
O-+ O*(D) + C.H 0-(thermal) + CH 40 - CHO1 - C,HO+OH- Illd
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cenrtages (25%) of 0, and the spectra conse- bonds present; furthermore the rate of O*(D)
quently contain small contributions from mecha- attack on the C=C double bond was found to be
nism I. five times faster than that on the C-H bond.

The 9 eV peak appea. ,tpeatedly in spectra Based on these findings, we interpret spectra
(d), (f) and (g) of fig. 2 and also in spectra (n)-(q) (m)-(p) in fig. 4. Spectrum (in) for the saturated
of fig. 4. Our proposed mechanism for the origin hydrocarbon C5 H12 resembles spectrum (1) for
of the 9 eV peaks is shown in table 2. Briefly the the pure 02, because the OH- anions mainly
9 eV peak originates from DEA of 0, by mecha- result from the simple complex formation initi-
nism III followed a complex formation initiated ated by 0-, namely
by O*(ID). The sequence of reactions for form- 0-+C3HI2 -CH 2 0* - C5 H1 1 +OH (3)
ing a hot complex anion is proposed as follows:
The DEA of 02 via mechanism III produces 0- as proposed by Sanche and Parenteau [151. Spec-
and 0*(ID) in a solid matrix. The Q*QD) atom tra (n)-(p) for the unsaturated hydrocarbons re-
reacts with a neighboring molecule and forms a veal that the 9 eV contribution increasingly domi-
hot complex incorporating most of the O*( D) nates as the ratio of the C=C bond to the C-H
kinetic energy into the complex. On the other bonds increases. This is because the 9 eV contri-

hand, the 0- anion being less reactive does not bution arises from mechanism Illd (see table 2),
form a complex and loses its kinetic energy by which is initiated by O*('D) attack on the C=C
colliding with neighbors. This thermalized 0- bond.
anion stays in the neighborhood and eventually The collisional decay rates of O*QD) with N.,
reacts with the hot complex and forms a hot 02 and CO should correlate with the rates of
negative complex. When this negative complex complex formation with these molecules. It has
decays, an O- or OH- anion is produced. In the been found [191 that the collisional decay rates of

following four paragraphs, we will show that this O*QD) are in the order of N2 > 02 > CO. This
mechanism is consistent with the characteristics explains why the 9 eV peak is more visible in
observed for the 9 eV pezkt. spectrum (g) for N2 than in spectrum (k) for CO.

Comparison of spectra (d) and (q) reveals that It should be noted that the 02 concentrations of
a retardation afi potential of - 1.5 and - 1.8 eV these spectra are the same.
makes almost no difference in the spectra. This The 9 eV peak is also highly visible in spec-
indicates that the 0- anions measured in these trum (f). In this case, the 160- anions cannot
spectra have kinetic energy significantly higher arise directly from the DEA of 802. The 18O-

than 1.8 eV. This energetic 0- anion cannot be anion from the DEA of 18O2 must necessarily
produced directly via mechanism II or III nor form a complex with C6 to yield the 160-
indirectly via simple complex formation involving anion. Azria et al. (121 proposed again the simple
the 0- alone, 0- initiated complex formation mechanism for

-+ 02 -- O2" -" 02 + O-. (2) production of the 160- anions, that is
OO- C010 -'8C6 - 04SO 2+ -(2

We will show elsewhere [171 that only complex I 8 O-+ _16  C -' __18 OC +1om (4)

formation involving both O*(D) and 0-, as The 6 eV peak in spectrum () may be due to this
shown in table 2, is consistent with the observed mechanism, where the 10- anion is produced
maximum kinetic energies and thresnold ener- via mechanism I. However, we assign the 9 eV
gies. The extra kinetic energy arises in part from peak to the alternative O*VD) initiated complex
the conversion of O*QD) electronic excitation formation mechanism, namely mechanism IlIc,
energy to ion kinetic energy. based on the following grounds. The kinetic en-

The reaction of O*QD) with hydrocarbons in ergy of 'so- anions produced by mechanisms I
liquid argon has been investigated by DeMore and III are comparable around 2 ± 0.1 eV. Fur-
[181. The rates of 0*Q D) attack on alkanes were ther, the SO- anions move towards the surface
found to be proportional to the number of C-H in both cases. The number of S0- anions pro-
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duced via these mechanisms, however, will be from complex formation initiated by 0*(iD) at-
dramatically different, especially for a mixture tack on neighboring molecules.
with a small 0, concentration, because meL.na-
nism III is after all symmetry forbidden while
mechanism I is symmetry allowed. Consequently, Acknowledgments
if the 160- anions at 6 and 9 eV were produced

via the same 0- initiated complex formationmechnis. eq (4, ten te I~- yeldviaWe thank Dr. L. Sanche for permission to
mechanism 1 (at 6 eV) would be one or two quote his unpublished results, items (b) and (c) in
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